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Episode 294: MINISTRY OF TRUTH

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In the video above, Del Bigtree with The Highwire reviews how the precautionary principle and long-

standing safety guidelines in medicine have been eliminated with the COVID shots, and how data

showing harms are being ignored, suppressed and manipulated to hide the truth.

In recent months, no less than two PEzer oGcials have bragged about moving vaccine science

forward at a speed that virtually guarantees that proper scientiEc protocols will be abandoned.

In early October 2022, during a COVID hearing in the European Parliament, Dutch member Rob Roos

questioned PEzer’s president of international developed markets, Janine Small, about whether

PEzer had in fact tested and conErmed that their mRNA jab would prevent transmission prior to its

rollout.

Small admitted that PEzer never tested whether their jab would prevent transmission because they

had to "move at the speed of science to understand what is happening in the market … and we had

to do everything at risk."

"We %ew the aeroplane while we were still building it. We got creative — we couldn’t wait for

data, we had to do so much ‘at risk." ~ Kathrin Jansen, PEzer vaccine R&D

Then, in November 2022, recently retired head of vaccine R&D at PEzer, Kathrin Jansen, told an

interviewer that "we Xew the aeroplane while we were still building it."

As noted in that interview, PEzer compressed its vaccine development timeline from 10 years to a

mere nine months. Well, you cannot do that unless you cut certain corners and develop and test the

product more or less simultaneously. In this case, human trials began even though the preliminary

testing was extremely minimal. That’s what she’s talking about when she says they built the plane in

midair.

They Did Everything at Your Risk

"We got creative — we couldn’t wait for data, we had to do so much ‘at risk,’" Jansen said. There are

those words again — doing everything "at risk." In other words, the risks were not part of the

equation, and let’s be clear, the risk they’re referring to is the risk a person takes when they take the

shot.

PEzer’s primary focus was to create a shot that minimized the symptoms of infection, but aside

from that, there was no time to assess side effects or long-term drawbacks of the technology, such

as antibody-dependent enhancement, myocarditis, or spontaneous abortions.

This is probably why PEzer and the other COVID jab makers all decided to eliminate the control

groups long before the studies were even over. This way, side effects could be hidden, and we see

the effects of that decision now. 

Myocarditis, blood clots, lethal heart attacks, strokes, cancer and sudden death are all

skyrocketing, but since there’s no oGcial control group to compare with, those trends are written off

as either normal or coincidental. You’ve probably seen that heart attacks are now blamed on

everything from hot weather and cold showers to soil microbes in your garden, climate change and

loud noises.

So, a more accurate statement would be that PEzer did everything "at your risk." They risk nothing.

They get paid whether the shots work or not, and they have zero liability for injuries and deaths,

Enancial or otherwise. The person who takes on all the risk is the one who takes the shot. They

could lose their health, their career, everything they own and their very life.

Jansen admits "the mRNA platform wasn’t ready for prime time" when they decided to use it, and

that there were stability and formulation issues, all of which were literally decided on the Xy, often

based on little or no data.

To her credit, Jansen stresses that this is "not a model for the future," because "it’s not sustainable"

to be working at warp speed all the time. Unfortunately, those who are continuing this work

apparently disagree, because warp speed rollout with minimal or no testing is, in fact, the new norm

already.

Warp Speed Is the New Norm

We know warp speed is the new norm because of a decision made by the U.S. Food and Drug

Administration this past summer. During its June 28, 2022, Vaccines and Related Biological

Products Advisory Committee (VRBPAC) meeting, they approved a bivalent COVID shot for fall

2022.

With that vote, they sneaked in a whole new policy, a new framework, under which reformulated

COVID shots will be treated as biologically similar to existing shots and therefore be allowed to skip

clinical trials.

During that meeting, they were originally scheduled to vote on the Future Framework policy

question of whether reformulated shots should be treated as new molecular entities subject to

formal review. They never addressed that policy question and instead skipped right to the vote on a

bivalent COVID shot for the fall.

By approving it, knowing there would be no time for testing and data gathering, they replaced the

old evidence-based system through a sleight of hand. The bivalent shots received emergency use

authorization (EUA) at the end of August 2022, based on the antibody levels in eight mice.

Moderna, which received EUA for its bivalent booster at the same time as PEzer, also used mice to

ascertain antibody responses, but has not disclosed the number of mice used.

So, clearly, we are still moving at warp speed, without regard for risk. And already, vaccine makers

are readying to release other mRNA shots, many of which are being fast-tracked and predicted to

receive authorization in months rather than years.

Other mRNA Approvals Expected With Little or No Data

For example, Moderna is working on a three-in-one shot for COVID, Xu and RSV (respiratory

syncytial virus), and they seem to fully expect releasing it before clinical trials are Enished. As

reported by CBC News:

"Moderna is actively promoting a combined COVID-19, %u and RSV vaccine … But while a

safe and effective vaccine would be welcome as Canada faces a surge in pediatric RSV

cases, stubbornly high COVID hospitalizations and deaths and steeply rising %u cases, the

pharmaceutical company hasn't released data to support the vaccine's safety or eOcacy …

Moderna's decision to promote its vaccine before completing Phase 3 clinical trials — in

which the vaccine would be tested on a larger group as part of a randomized, double-blind

study — is controversial. It's also raised concerns from vaccine researchers and infectious

diseases experts about the motivations behind prematurely marketing the shot.

‘There's still more questions than answers, obviously, with releases like this that come from

companies without accompanying data,’ said Matthew Miller, a vaccine researcher and

associate professor of infectious diseases and immunology at McMaster University.

‘I think we need to be really cautious. We have no data on safety, no data on effectiveness

or eOcacy or age groups. How would you handle updating various components of that

vaccine? Lots and lots of questions’ …

Developing a vaccine for RSV, let alone combining one with COVID and %u, is no small feat

— and the complications around dosing, timing and age considerations could pose major

challenges for the vaccine maker down the road.

‘Having a single formulation increases the complexity of updating that formulation

annually,’ said Miller … ‘So now, instead of dealing with four %u strains, you're adding in RSV

and COVID and having a combined shot might actually be more complex in some ways than

having separate formulations that are co-administered at the same time.’"

In addition to fast-tracking mRNA injections for a variety of respiratory viruses, vaccine makers are

also loading their pipelines with mRNA shots for diseases such as cancer, multiple sclerosis (MS),

birth defects and rarer diseases.

Curiously, while mRNA shots are being hailed as the new and improved answer for every ill,

Moderna president Stephen Hoge and chief technical oGcer Juan Andres cashed out hundreds of

millions of their stock options earlier this year,  which seems odd if everything is going well and no

future trouble is expected.

Government and Corporate Interests Have Become One

Aiding and abetting the circumvention of the precautionary principle are contract research Erms

that run medical research trials for drug companies and federal agencies alike, thereby giving the

drug companies the inside track on drug approvals.

As noted by investigative journalist Paul Thacker, the COVID pandemic has erased the boundaries

between corporate interests and those of our government, and with that, there are few left to trust.

"Talk about foxes guarding the henhouse," Thacker writes.  "Or, maybe, one fox raising and

caring for the hens, another alerting the farmer when it’s time for dinner — and a third

setting the farmhouse table for a feast.

That is the highly murky and incredibly proZtable world of contract research organizations

(CROs), private companies that specialize in recruiting patients and running medical

research trials.

In the last handful of years, the [FDA] contracted a CRO to work with the National Institutes

of Health to determine how companies run some drug trials; PZzer hired a CRO to run their

COVID-19 vaccine trial; a CRO calmed fears about the safety of AstraZeneca’s COVID-19

vaccine after the FDA and NIH raised safety data concerns.

And just a few weeks back the federal government awarded a CRO a contract to run an

anthrax vaccine trial to prepare for a biological attack. And here’s the funny thing. All this

overlapping and interconnected corporate and government work involves the exact same

CRO: ICON."

Thacker contacted the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), asking them to explain

"how ICON can run clinical trials for federal agencies while also helping private companies gain

federal approval," and "what HHS does to ensure ICON’s federal work beneEts taxpayers and not

their private clients."

After initially getting the runaround he was eventually told to ask ICON to explain their "internal

Erewalls." The HHS spokesperson did promise to send Thacker "language HHS puts in contracts to

ensure research organizations like ICON protect against conXicts of interest," but he never did.

Make of that what you will.

FDA Authorized PKzer Jab Based on Questionable Data

Making an already dangerous situation worse, vaccine companies and governments are working

overtime to hide and suppress data showing the COVID jabs are a medical disaster, and have

hidden unfavorable data from the very beginning. The basic data gathering has also been

shockingly lax across the world, considering the stakes.

As noted by MIT professor Retsef Levi in The Epoch Times interview above,  PEzer quoted and

relied on data from Israel when it sought approval from the FDA, and as it turns out, the Israeli

government hid information about side effects.

Even more surprising, Levi claims the Israeli government lied when it said it had a robust system for

monitoring and tracking side effects from the start. That surveillance system wasn’t launched until

a year after the rollout of the shots, Levi says. A research team was eventually hired to analyze the

data, and their Endings were disconcerting.

Unlike what was told to the public, many of the side effects were both common and long-lasting.

The Ministry of Health was advised to think in terms of "medical-legal" when communicating this to

the public, as the Ministry might be held liable for telling the public side effects were rare and of

short duration.

In other words, they were informed they’d grossly misinformed the public and could be held

accountable for injuries. The Ministry’s solution? Fire the research team and alter the report’s data

and conclusions.

In the interview, Levi explains how some of the data manipulation was done. For example, they

massively lowered the number of post-jab menstrual irregularities by counting both women and

men. You don’t need to be a scientist to realize that by counting men, who cannot menstruate, you

end up with a wild misrepresentation of the incidence of menstrual irregularities.

Most egregious of all, the Ministry hid the fact that the research team found clear evidence of

causality, as patients, when rechallenged with another dose, would experience a resurgence of

symptoms and/or a worsening of symptoms. Adding insult to injury, even though the Ministry

knows exactly who these patients are, they have not reached out to help them medically or

compensate them for injuries that have been clearly linked to the shots.

Excess Death Rates Continue to Climb

Mortality statistics also reveal we’ve been sold a sack of lies. In the video above, nurse instructor

John Campbell, Ph.D., reviews some of the latest excess death statistics from the U.K., which show

that, in October 2022, the average weekly excess death rate was 1,564.

In 2020, the average weekly excess death rate was a mere 315, and in 2021 it was 1,322. For the

week ending October 21, 2022, the excess mortality was 1,822, which is 15.7% above the Eve-year

average.

So, there are now far more non-COVID deaths than there were COVID deaths during the height of

the pandemic, before there were any COVID jabs. In particular, data from the King’s Fund show

excess deaths from cardiovascular disease and diabetes are mounting.

Yet, while the number of people dying were a media obsession during 2020 and 2021, now that the

death toll is far greater than what we saw at any point during the pandemic, mainstream media

remain quiet, and seem completely uninterested in Ending out why people are dying at historically

unprecedented rates.

Autumn Booster Campaigns Leave Death in Its Wake

The Daily Sceptic also reported striking parallels between the autumn booster campaign,

speciEcally, and excess deaths in the U.K.:

"Potential new support for the role of the vaccines [in excess non-COVID deaths] can be

seen in the chart below. I have plotted the autumn vaccine doses in the over-75s (the age

group which makes up the large majority of deaths) and excess non-COVID death

occurrences (in red), revealing a striking correlation … COVID death occurrences (in blue),

on the other hand, rise and peak several weeks later.
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… [The] Scottish Unity Edinburgh Group sent me this chart showing a similar correlation in

Scotland between deaths and the autumn booster rollout."

New Zealand Booster Campaign Linked to Excess Deaths

Similarly, an earlier study  published June 28, 2022, found that, in New Zealand, the age groups

that were most likely to have received a COVID booster in the winter of 2021 had 7% to 10% more

excess deaths than age groups that were ineligible for boosters. The graph below illustrates how

the rise in excess mortality coincided with booster uptake. According to the study’s author,

economics professor John Gibson:

"The results suggest 16 … excess deaths per 100,000 booster doses, amounting to over

400 excess deaths in New Zealand given the booster doses administered to date. If this

rate of excess deaths is extrapolated to other countries, it amounts to over 300,000 excess

deaths worldwide …

The ratio of vaccine risk to beneZts likely has swung more towards risk than during the

original randomized trials, due to dose-dependent adverse events and to Zxation of

immune responses on a variant no longer circulating."

I, for one, am not surprised by these kinds of statistics, and I don’t think vaccine makers are either.

When you take off in an unEnished plane, crashing is to be expected because, in the real world, you

cannot build planes in midair. Likewise, in the real world, you have to do extensive, long-term

testing, starting in animals, to be sure a drug is safe. The concept of fast-tracking has been proven

a dangerous failure. How long will it take before government and industry admit it?

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,128 ratings

ORDER NOW
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As Dr. Mercola reports “Government and Corporate Interests Have Become One”. We have the "health" agencies in coexistence with

BigPharma and Big Tech promoting and ruling the advisability of injecting biological weapons that are causing deaths and serious

illnesses and that the future will increase with the suffering of many slave families of the big tentacles of BigPharma and its

government allies with the command of the WHO and the WEF in the imposition of medical and political tyranny.

----------------------------------------Children's Health Defense (CHD) and three other organizations seek open public access to critical

aGdavits and documents already produced on behalf of plaintiffs in a lawsuit alleging the federal government colluded with several

Big Tech companies to censor COVID-related content -19 on social media.

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., Dr. Joseph Mercola, and Ty and Charlene Bollinger on November 17 moved to intervene in the First Amendment

case of Missouri v. Biden on behalf of the public interest, themselves, and their respective organizations: CHD, Mercola.com, The Truth

About Vaccines, and The Truth About Cancer. The intervention will allow them, and the general public, to gain access to speciEc

Endings and statements, including testimony from Dr. Anthony Fauci on November 23, for use in pending litigation against social

media platforms.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/chd-lawsuit-fed-collusion-big-tech..  (11/30/2022).------------------------------------------------ In

addition, a successful Freedom of Information Act lawsuit forced the National Institutes of Health last week to release redacted

emails providing "damning evidence" that Dr. Anthony Fauci deliberately shut down the public debate on the origins of COVID. -19.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/anthony-fauci-covid-lab-leak-theor..  (11/30/2022)
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And now at trial, Tony Fauci's memory suddenly vanishes when he has to testify: New York Post: Fauci is “omniscient except

during depositions”; Fauci was deposed on Wednesday by Missouri Attorney General Eric Schmitt and Louisiana Attorney

General Jeff Landry. Landry labeled Fauci the “man who single-handedly wrecked the US economy based upon 'the science,

follow the science.'” But “over the course of seven hours, we discovered that he can't recall practically anything dealing with his

COVID response ,” Landry said. Fauci apparently sees himself as part of a caste of politically favored scientists with the right to

rule the lives of Americans.

Schmitt tweeted that Fauci stated during the statement that "the rest of us 'do not have the ability' to determine what is best for

us." nypost.com/2022/11/25/all-knowing-dr-faucis-memory-suddenly-vanishes-w..  (11/25/2022).--- BLINDED BY COVID-19

VACCINATION. Visual Loss a Cruel Reminder that Vaccine Injury Strikes within Days. By Peter A. McCullough, MD, MPH This

document serves as a good record of what the NIH knows about vision loss after vaccination and is aware of emerging

scientiEc data.

Nowhere in the consent form for the COVID-19 vaccine or in the FAQ document does it say that you could lose your vision after

the injection. Elnahry and colleagues describe 45 patients (60 eyes) in whom about 10 days after vaccination there was

substantial loss of visual acuity and conErmed anterior ischemic optic neuropathy or optic neuritis.

petermcculloughmd.substack.com/p/blinded-by-covid-19-vaccination  (11/20/2022)
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Abstractor allows users to use keywords to search PEzer documents published by the FDA, as well as track an investigator and

track a clinical trial site in PEzer's database tables. 259 PEzer PDF documents published by the FDA and posted on the Public

Health and Medical Professionals for Transparency (PHMPT) website.

behindthefdacurtain.substack.com/p/a-demonstration-of-how-to-use-the
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Gui, the bullet Ered from the smoking gun. June 28, 2022, Vaccines and Related Biological Products Advisory Committee

(VRBPAC) meeting approved a bivalent COVID shot for fall 2022. This vote, sneaked in a whole new policy, a new framework,

where the reformulated COVID shots will be treated as biologically similar to existing shots and - therefore - be allowed - to Skip

Clinical Trials. By approving it, knowing there would be no time for testing and data gathering, they replaced the old

evidence-based system through a sleight of hand. Those who have concerns about the already used and in practice Vaxxx's;

One - Because One Size Does Not Fit All has been an issue.

Yet with the seamless entity of Too Big to Fail Monopoly Pharma & Gov't have long been trying to push back against a public

awareness of "Breakthrough" infections of the old products, the health problems caused in certain individuals, the overload of

vaxxx's and especially in children, & the many problems caused by the actions of this Unholy Alliance hiding behind Vax Court

no liabilities. Suggesting existing Clinical Trials have been sorely lacking and inadequate. All causing their sleepless nights

worrying about reduced sales, and appearances.

Their, to this day, never ending get the Jab/s, safe and effective, nothing to see here, pay no attention to the man behind the

curtain is all about advancing a technology it is hard to even entertain they do not know the obscene negatives it holds. To

advance it and more variations causing the end results of depopulation they crave. This time to instead of trying to outrun the

lies with more lies, outrun the lies by removing so much of the global population, there is little to no way to push back. The war

against Life & humanity started long ago & it is now running at Warp Speed. So many never even heard the bullet that hit them.
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Yes, Just, a good summary of a reality based on the lie of biological weapons with reinforcements and bivalent "vaccines",

which in the end will be bimortal. As Fauci loses his memory at trial, history conErms Fauci's failure and lies. Two White House

doctors, Dr. Anthony Fauci and White House Coordinator Dr. Ashish Jha, urged Americans to inject themselves with the new

bivalent booster designed to target the omicron strain of COVID-19. Their calls came as only 11 percent of Americans Eve and

older rolled up their sleeves for the new shots. The FDA and CDC have cooperated to issue emergency use authorizations and

launch new PEzer and Moderna Covid bivalent vaccines this week, without any human trials, which is unprecedented.

These vaccines continue to enjoy extraordinary liability protection, while the recipient has no access to justice in case of injury.

Fauci, President Joe Biden's top medical adviser, called on Americans to get vaccinated as soon as possible during a Nov. 22

brieEng. Said press conference was also his last, as the infectious disease expert will retire in December. “My Enal message,

perhaps the Enal message I give you from this podium, is for your own safety, for your family's safety, get your updated

COVID-19 vaccine as soon as you are eligible to protect yourself and your family.

. and his community," Fauci said. He also reiterated that "the latest boosters offer better protection against new variants than

previous injections." The CDC published a study on the new bivalent vaccine on the same day, stating otherwise. The research

came with a caveat including vaccination status, history of previous infections, underlying conditions, as well as the low uptake

of bivalent boosters to date, risk of exposure, and ever. changing variants, to name a few.
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Even FDA vaccine adviser Dr. Paul OGt conceded that bivalent COVID-19 boosters offer no beneEt. He admitted in an interview

with CNBC that he voted against approving the bivalent COVID-19 vaccine. Some doctors, including leading cardiologist and

epidemiologist Dr. Peter McCullough, vaccine inventor Dr. Robert Malone, and Yale Medical School epidemiologist Dr. Harvey

Risch, have called for a halt to the distribution of mRNA vaccines. against COVID-19, arguing that the risks outweigh the

beneEts, which have been documented in PEzer trials

www.wnd.com/2022/11/biden-covid-adviser-says-science-shots-clear-day-c..  (11/11/2022)

www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-11457313/Faucis-fall-grace-orchestr..  .--- www.cdc.gov/.../mm7148e1.htm  .-----

expose-news.com/2022/09/09/watch-out-for-the-new-covid-injections/  .

stevekirsch.substack.com/.../paul-oGt-admits-on-video-there  (10/12/2022).----------------------- Depopulation and communist

control is behind the curtain of the Great Reset and biological weapons are part of the G20 vaccination and passport strategy.

Last week, during an interview on Chinese television, the founder of the World Economic Forum, Klaus Schwab, admitted as

much when he said that the communist regime in Beijing should serve as a "role model" for the rest of the planet. Schwab made

his remarks to Chinese journalist Tian Wei, host of the "World Insight" program on the Beijing-run China Global Television

Network, regarding the recent G20 summit in Bali, Indonesia, News Punch reported. .

newspunch.com/klaus-schwab-and-george-soros-declare-china-must-lead-th..
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Giu, in one way or another, folks will continue to experience the "FAUCI OUCHEE" with little or "0" recourse. That is the worst

part. This umbrella of protection is gold for him. Even Al Capone, never had this much legal body and Enancial protection 80 yrs

ago. The M/O now is start singing a different tune to the court of public opinion anywhere he can be welcomed to deceive. A

Chess game?
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Hi, Gui. Here's a thought that I will call a fact: These scum aren't pushing these untested shots to make sick people better.

They're pushing them to make healthy people sick! Of course, the sick will get sicker and/or die and throughout the process, Big

Pharma and their stakeholders/investors will increase their proEts by hundreds of billions of $$$. I'm inclined to think of it in

terms of Trillions.
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Amazing eh Gui? The I am Science, I have all the answers, has no answers. Randy, the Jab/s is not much different than the rest

of their reduce some symptoms and produce others to sell more empty potions. It's just on steroids. So. agree.
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Yes, wallguy, un juego de ajedrez donde los recursos Enancieros y el gran soporte de la elite globalista es deEcil de contratacar

y vencer. Medicos, cientEcos y senadores han manifestado la verdad de Fauci. El libro de Kennedy es un gran recurso para

matar al rey. El senador republicano Rand Paul de Kentucky ha dicho repetidamente que Fauci miente sobre la pandemia y

tambin aErm que trat de "eliminar" a algunos cientEcos que no estaban de acuerdo con l. Desde luego, el juicio actual, con la

demanda que en septiembre de 2022, un juez federal orden a Fauci y otros funcionarios que entregaran correos electrnicos con

cinco empresas de redes sociales abre una esperanza de justicia.

Fauci y otros funcionarios deben testiEcar bajo juramento en declaraciones sobre si se confabularon con Big Tech para

censurar a ciertos usuarios. La demanda brinda mltiples ejemplos de los roles de Fauci en la supresin de la libertad de expresin,

incluido el relacionado con la teora de fugas de laboratorio sobre el origen de COVID-19, las inyecciones de COVID-19 y la

eEciencia de las mscaras y los bloqueos de COVID-19.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/anthony-fauci-big-tech-collusion-c..  (17/11/2022)
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Yes, Randy trades kills for Pharmaceutical MaEa proEts. Although Fauci will step down from his lead roles at the NIH and NIAID

starting in December, that doesn't mean he won't continue to be a frequent media Xier, much like he was today when he was a

guest on NBC. And while President Biden has declared that the pandemic is over, Fauci once again wants to reaGrm that it is

not over and that Americans need to continue to take it seriously. In an interview Sunday on NBC's Meet the Press, Fauci, who

also serves as President Biden's top medical adviser, said the United States was "certainly" dealing with the pandemic, despite

Biden himself describing the pandemic as "Enished" in September.

Fauci seems willing to help further enrich Big Pharma and government advisers. As the author of the article says, Fauci scoffs

at the idea that people just wish it would go away, and the reality is that that is the truth. If anything, Fauci doesn't want to see

people suffer from covid, but he does want to see people suffer and die from the deadly shots he relentlessly Eres!

winepressnews.com/2022/11/27/anthony-fauci-says-the-us-is-certainly-st..  (11/29/2022)
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Guillermou, thank you for posting about the litigations and successful FOIAs recently. I am all for that because I can foresee war

coming as the truth comes out, and I far prefer litigation to war. I hope this news gets out! Thank you again. As for Fauci's

comment that we are not equipped to know what is best for us, he is an idiot. What about people suffering side effects, or who
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comment that we are not equipped to know what is best for us, he is an idiot. What about people suffering side effects, or who

know they are medically vulnerable to the same? Really, they are not equipped to judge? I have (and we all here on this forum

have) watched post-"vaccine" video footage of people having horriEc seizures, seen huge cancers, athletes suddenly falling

over and dying on the playing Eeld, but really we have no information based on which to judge what is right or wrong for our own

selves?

It sounds to me, truly, like Fauci is projecting his own shadow. He is the one who is not equipped, belongs thrown out of his

position, and given his cavalier insensitivity to peoples' medical maiming, in permanent life prison. It just continually amazes

me, ongoing, how stunningly accurately people project their own shadows, while Enger pointing others. But this particular

example of it, stuns me more than any other, with its pure accuracy. Wow.
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Thank you Mirandola, your expressions about Fauci are very spot on. The more fronts open against Fauci, the more chances of

success. Rand Paul and Representative Thomas Massie were re-elected with Xying colors in Kentucky. Now begins the

important work of holding covid criminals accountable for their crimes against humanity, something Senator Paul has long

promised to do. (Related: Senator Paul led the Erst congressional hearing on gain-of-function research.) “I promise you: the

covid cover-up will end,” Senator Paul promised the country. Senator Paul also promised to subpoena "every last Fauci

document" as well as End out everything else there is to know about laboratory research in communist China. “Not only will I

hold Dr. Fauci accountable, we will Enally investigate why his tax dollars were sent to fund dangerous research in Wuhan,”

Senator Paul said. headlineusa.com/in-blow-to-covid-cover-up-gops-paul-massie-sweep-ky/  (09/11/2022)
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VACCINES WERE DESIGNED TO CAUSE SEVERE DISEASE AND BE RESISTANT TO ANTIBODIES Data published by spike protein

inventors, Barney Graham & Jason McLellan, COVID-19 mRNA vaccines were purposefully designed to not protect against

SARS-CoV-2 or variants and cause disease karenkingston.substack.com/p/intended-consequences-mrna-vaccines?utm_s..

 (11/29(2022) Kyoto University Emeritus Professor, Fukushima: “Stop the bad science and do the right science. You have

vaccinated so many people. And yet, only 10% of the members of the Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare who are leading the

vaccine campaign have been vaccinated.” drtrozzi.org/2022/12/01/japanese-prof-fukushima-calls-out-the-covid-va..

 (12/01/2022)
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Sadly the lettered agencies and the banking system are the new maEa (CRIMINAL CARTEL). If you recall HSBC admitted to money

laundering in 2012. No one ever charged or went to jail. No one will be charged or jailed in the injection genocide and mass murder.

 We need to very careful about our retirement nest eggs as well since the "too big to fail" also means "too big to jail". They are above

the rule of law.  Since the Eat money system is at the end of its lifecycle, your pension (401K, RRSP) are as bankrupt as the

government. Why ? the maEa bosses (Vanguard, Blackrock, State Street) stole it.
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I agree with you. When you place your money in companies “too big too fail“. They need to bankrupt the masses. Deprive them

of all means to feed themselves. That means crashing companies. And if it is a pharmaceutical company then the masses will

clap in favour of their demise. But. That means part of your savings are wiped out. People who worked in that company are

jobless. Universal income anyone?
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Can I mention that HSBC is a Chinese bank? There is absolutely no shortage of money laundering in Canada!
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"When the State does everything for You...It will soon, very soon take everything from You" ~M. Thatcher ~
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CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY! Anything else is just a waste of time...and we've been "wasting time" for three years now. None of these

evil perpetrators have had so much as a slap on the wrist! As this freight train of tyranny continues to pick up speed; we will soon have

no chance of slowing it down...and that's if that time isn't already here!
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Good point, Randyfast. Another comment suggested more or less the same thing but the post seems to have been removed or

deleted for some reason. Suppose all websites are destined to fail if they don’t practice what they preach. There really is no time

to waste and in our part of the UK there are already plans to create smart cities and a 200 page business plan with the usual

vague terminology awaiting approval by central Government. The population at large won’t see through the hype of course.

Can’t see the billionaire’s billionaire Sunak whose Erm is a WEF partner disproving the plans somehow.
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Thanks, Katy. Many people seem to forget that what's going on here, isn't exclusive to any one country. This is global! I can see

the "Great Reset" gaining ground each day in Canada. It will be the same in other countries...out of control construction,

developments, rental E-bikes and scooters starting to appear on just about every corner (You will share everything and own

nothing!), "share" rides (cars). The MSM recently announced that we "need" to bring a MILLION more people to BC! So which is

it...too many people - or too few?! It's already way too crowded here for my liking. The big problem is that the grass is no

greener on the other side - nowhere to run and nowhere to hide!
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HI Randy, my guess is these major multi-nationals may be putting on a happy face at the same time quaking in their boots. The

news of additional deaths is not letting up, how much longer will this continue before many more wake up?
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Yes, Randy, Dr. Shoemaker provides a pithy summary of Fauci's covid crimes, including his role in creating the SAR-C0V2 virus

and the far more lethal mRNA "vaccine." We also discuss Fauci's role in suppressing safe treatments for covid-19 and

orchestrating the promotion and proEt of deadly injections. This is a red alert for the police, the military, the US armed forces

and anyone else who has a duty to defend the people. Fauci illegally took US taxpayer dollars and sent them to produce a viral

bioweapon. He set up a shelved company that he founded called Moderna (Modern RNA) to produce the far more lethal portion

of the bioweapon: genetic injections of mRNA. Fauci was instrumental in blocking treatment for covid infections so he could be

used to goad the American people into paying more taxes to poison themselves and his children while he made record proEts

for Moderna. drtrozzi.org/2022/11/07/traitors-killers-fauci-justice-dr-shoemaker-tr.. (07/11/2022)
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Rreal; they will continue to claim that the deaths are from covid, exercise, video games, climate change, too much

excitement...There is far too much money at stake for them to ever tell the truth - about anything!
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Thanks, Gui. Fauci is a career criminal of the worst kind. He's a MASS MURDERER!
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I think your getting some traction after a million or so times repeating it, just to be clear I'm on your side, but man are the

population slow to learn, that's what concerns me the most. I've never seen a population so slow to change or realise that they

were scammed, maybe the shame of admitting that they were scammed is a problem, heck I don't know. Choose the people who

are interested in protecting your health, you might of been on the wrong side/team, but come over to the light and see through

all the greed, control, become a free citizen, see the truth. I started rambling there towards the end, but I can't Egure out how to

convince people to change their course without feeling strained. Anyway keep up the good work Randy as I can't be bothered,

sorry i'm exhausted of this nonsense, wake up people, not you Randy
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Giles; thank you very much for your comment. I'm getting a bit exhausted myself. Prior to 2020, the idea that humanity would be

in a perpetual "pandemic" would have been sheer lunacy. Well; that's exactly what this is! Nobody is going to convince me that

I'm sick, when it's quite obvious that I'm not. I had a bike ride yesterday in the ice and snow at -4C. Guess what...I'm still not

suffering from any "cold or Xu". I possess this wonderful defense mechanism called an Immune System!
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And once again the Blue ribbon of excellence is awarded to the old expression... Where there is "RISK" there must be "CHOICE"! All of

humanity is not by law, Laboratory testing fodder.! But here we all are, under the 1986 pro-vaccine .GOV decree, an "UNAVOIDABLY

UNSAFE" experiment. But I have, and I did, and I will, avoid this like a Plague. As that is exactly what it is. A Mind Plague! So here it

comes, an attempt to white wash the most diabolic disaster in "GLOBAL" medical history with BS.
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Yes, wallguy, the right to decide about our lives and our health, war on passports and defense of freedom. The crimes

committed and the suffering of families ruined by biological weapons can never be forgiven. REMINDER, THIS IS WHAT THEY

DID TO OUR PARENTS & GRAND-PARENTS, SUCKED THEM INTO THE COVID PROTOCOL 'BLACK HOLE', LOCKED HER AWAY,

DIED IN MISERY, LONELY, JUST WANTED SOMEONE TO TOUCH THEM, SEE kids, see their kids: we admitted, denoted as COVID

positive with fraud Xawed over-cycled PCR process, sedated with diamorphine & midazolam & pumped Remdesivir &

intubated/ventilated, then killed! palexander.substack.com/p/reminder-this-is-what-they-did-to?utm_source..  (01/12/2022)
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wallguy, gui and everyone - I posted the video clip with English subtitles yesterday, Peter Halligan found someone assembled

this latest Japanese story (their population is highly vaxxed and had low birthrate b4 covid) its a big drug failure: "Bombshell

from Fukushima. No need for Occam's Razor. Billions of lives at risk from C19 injections. Puts the previous estimates of the

"butchers bill" SO FAR in sharper focus" - peterhalligan.substack.com/.../bombshell-from-fukushima-no-need  - - - realize as an

island nation, the Japanese are mostly a uniform culture, with high sensitivity to investigating drugs, especially after their scary,

horrendous experience with Gardasil years ago. This professor and expert from Kyoto is really angry to speak out to their

Ministry of Health in this manner. Stay on the video til "Do you think I am stupid?"
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I can’t help but worry that all the brilliant Doctors, experts and interviewers such as Del on here will meet an untimely death. I hate to

say it but please God they are taking all precautions as without these brave folk we will not have a chance. I’m in the UK and I’m quite

surprised that you seem to only mention the US most of the time when we know the plan is worldwide. I also wonder what will happen

in the African countries that have not bought into this crap. Thank you to all of you brave people.
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Thank you. While Doc's work originates in the US & as such for the most part responses will be States centric, his efforts are

also worldwide. Yet, there is a need as you point out, especially with this Jab/s destroys whole fabrics of the Global population

and this should be the perspective. It is Global. While the peoples of each nation are stuck with dealing with what they can in

their region, there is a deEnite need to have a Global response in those Local Efforts to resist.
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Thank you for expressing a historical reality. Good doctors and scientists are persecuted by the globalist elite, the

Pharmaceutical MaEa and their government allies. Vaccine injury epidemiology and expert Dr. Meryl Nass, a member of CHD's

scientiEc advisory committee, denounced the proposal as "an attempt to legislate what is true and what is misinformation," and

medical providers need to "continue to stand of the letter that deEnition".

www.globalresearch.ca/california-bill-would-punish-doctors-who-promote..  ( 02/24/2022) The persecution of oGcial medicine

to alternative medicines has always been present, promoted by the big pharmaceutical corporations and the corrupt gear of

allopathic medicine, with the Medical Councils and the Medical Board itself.

Link to the persecution of some 150 alternative medicine doctors. www.whale.to/.../persecuted_doc_h.html  Health personnel

who denounce what they are witnessing are also persecuted: the pain and suffering of treatment for COVID.19. Nurses who

witnessed the hospital's "brutal" treatment protocols kill COVID-19 patients paint a grim picture of what is happening in the

state and federal health care systems. www.theepochtimes.com/mind-blowing-cognitive-dissonance-nurses-who-lef..

 treatment-protocols_4661799.html?welcomeuser=1 (08/2022)
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marymary, yes, we certainly do want the public Egures speaking out to take care. I do think that we tend to downplay the role of

private individuals, how valuable it is for us to be partipative locally and in communities we're part of. The revolution we need is

to move it to us. Nor is it merely an information revolution. It's a local food production and meeting-for-local-solidarity

revolution. It's a more-than-the-sum-of-its-parts revolution. Local strength from local meetings, perhaps underground. During

the Communist era in Eastern Europe the church met privately and in people's homes.

I think we'll have to put ourselves on the line. This is an ethical and moral choice that faces each one of us. Basically, what's

happening isn't a spectator sport but an invitation to willing participation. Like the original Mary Mary, and perhaps you mm#7,

we may have to be more contrary if our garden is going to grow. (My expertise is in small groups so I'm putting together an

online group for support and clarity around this perspective; anyone who'd like an invitation, friend me and let me know.)
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Look, if the US Ruling Capitalist Class wants to kill their Citizens, then that is an internal matter. When they come for people in

their satellite countries, including the UK, then it is An Act of War.
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Usher12
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It was all done on purpose.  Depopulation shot for a fake virus and the lemmings went for it.
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Mercola_Fan
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And the sheep will be sheep, not because they've been programmed. But because they are sheep!
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Worse, although the Israeli govt tried to hide shot side effects, one news program reported myriad deaths that occurred

immediately after Erst shots were rolled out in Israel. I remember because Stanley asked me if I had any news from Israel. Went

out of my way to watch the latest and found the recorded radio program on a bitchute video posting. Strange, eh? The list was

staggering, the reporter ran out of time to read all the names. Later we learned a mass funeral was held 2-days later. Cause for

vaxx hesitantcy anyone?
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Mercola_Fan, you accurately described the problem. As did Pogo when he said "we have met the enemy and he is us". "Us"

being people in general, not Mercola or substack readers. Those who can see and have a desire for freedom rather than to be a

"good team player" for teams run by psychopaths have always been a small minority. We're always overwhelmed by the sheer

numbers of mindless lemmings and the single-minded rapacity of their leaders. We can still be thankful for the many good

years we had, I guess mostly through sheer luck.
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I don't believe a word of it. They had their shot ready before they even announced the plandemic. This has been orchestrated for over

20 years. Why would they plan something for decades, announce the plan and panic and scramble for 9 months? Why do you think

they already had the moniker Operation Warp Speed? Give me a break!
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Randyfast
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Invariably, indubitably, everything that we're witnessing today was planned decades ago. Nothing is by chance. These evil scum

know exactly what harm they are causing - and they couldn't care less!
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Everything that happened in so-called history was planned years/decades before it happened. It's just as time has gone on it

has become more and more diGcult to hide it from the generation that was living it or had relatives still alive who had lived

through it. The internet was possibly the biggest goof the technocrats made, they presumed we would all be sending pictures of

our cat/dog /kids to each other, gaming, dating and shopping, not researching through a vast library of incredible information.

That of course was pre-covid now you've got to wade through a miasma of junk but that's all part of the fun. The problem, in my

opinion is the self-obsession of the majority of individuals, for example, they believe that the government/doctor/'scientist'/Ell

in the blank space, is interested in them and their well-being.

Very few of these professionals can be because otherwise they wouldn't be working for the rotten, corrupt society virtually all of

us live and survive within. What becomes ever more evident, every day is that the so-called elite have vastly underestimated

human behaviour because they live in echo chambers of relatives and paid yes men. It is also evident that so few people read

literature because the plan is all there, even the blockbuster Elms are actually written by real writers - you want to know the plot

of the technocrats and their Enal goal watch Pirates of the Caribbean the Erst three, it's all there, even the solution, the hope of

awakening the plebs: www.youtube.com/watch  Most people sit in the bear pit out of apathy, you don't need money to sit on the

stage just a spark of enquiry. Not only was this well planned but my understanding is it was meant to happen in 2050, it's just

some of the old codgers are getting desperate for immortality and that's still not been delivered, as far as I am aware that is.
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The data is clear, there are very large numbers of injuries and excess deaths. It is 100% clear the data has not halted the experiment

world wide, nor do the powers that be plan to stop. The intent to reduce the population of the world and injury or genetically modify the

rest of us is also 100% clear. My experience with trapped animals is their behavior becomes frantic and sometime unexpected. The

powers that be may end up with an entire world population frantic and out of their control. They need to be very careful what they wish

for.
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I agree with that. Chaos ahead. These “powers that be” probably also expect something of this kind. That is why all military for

the most part are professional. Conscription is so barbaric. Sit back in comfort and place your defence in the hands of others.

And yet even then in the military we have a select elite who are almost robotic, if not actually robotic yet. That sounds like the

politically elite as well. They have different game plans for whatever unfolds. And it differs from country to country. I agree

however that they can not forecast every scenario in every country.

Though I am sure they have brainstormed all obvious possibilities. I also like you hope that something unexpected happens that

they did not brainstorm. In fact I believe it. I do not think you can buck mother nature and get away with it endlessly. You are not

wiser. Ego is its own greatest threat. There is no end to theirs. They are too clever for their own good. Unfortunately my opinion

is win or loose, and loose they will, it will be an unpleasant ride for the masses who never agreed to this agenda.

It is important that we all speak openly to others daily. Face to face. Ask critical questions. Start the thinking process up for the

average joe. People feel safest in communities that stand together. We need to create those safe zones. And this I think is

where the battle will be lost or won. One to one. They will never control every square inch of soil on earth. Success breeds

success. One small community that stands its ground, or better yet one small country.
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perhaps that chaos is what they wish for. Reason to put the boot on our head.
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Yes, genocide and planned control, worldwide Corona Crisis: Destroying Civil Society, Engineered Economic Depression, Global

Coup d'tat and the “Great Reset”. One expert noted that clearly medical authorities don't care if the vaccine is killing people, and

the deaths are consistent with the Bill Gates/World Economic Forum intent to reduce the world's population. However, an

intermediate goal is to transition to the vaccine passport and thus population control with rewards and punishments like the

Chinese Social Credit System. The adverse events recorded in PEzer's internal documents are completely different from those

reported on the CDC website or announced by corrupt doctors, medical organizations, and hospitals. People who have tried to

raise any of these issues have been disqualiEed, reprimanded by the president, called crazy, and severely punished.

www.lewrockwell.com/2022/07/lew-rockwell/the-covid-vaccine-plot/  .-----

www.globalresearch.ca/the-2020-worldwide-corona-crisis-destroying-civi..
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The "Order Out Of Chaos" agenda is already in motion. I suspect that the ones who didn't fall for the Covid Con, will be the main

target of the ones who did.
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Bowgirl the very things you are stating are exactly the reason why I continually advocate for class action lawsuits and

prosecution. Class action lawsuits are far more effective than a solo lawsuit. I far prefer that and prosecution, to war.
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If people are not jailed, and companies bankrupted over this, we have no system of justice.
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To placate you. I will jail a few people and bankrupt a few companies. Will you then feel better? The evil doers at the top have

foreseen what you and many others may demand. They brainstormed every angle. So we crucify Fauci and Gates. They always

had a few choice characters to hang out to dry. So they could turn the page on Covid. They painted these people as criminals on

purpose. Do you really think they are in control? Do you think we will return to “normal” then? The real criminals right at the top

we do not know by name.
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At the very worst Fauci fades into a generous "we the people" funded pension. This is the swamp justice we will get. WE get to

pay this elf fraud until he dies. Justice at it's Enest. Sure we will be entertained soon with some congressional verbal scolding's

by the likes of Jordan, Paul, Cruz etc, but we all know where it ultimately leads too. Swamp is gonna swamp is gonna swamp

and we the people literally fund it all and pay the price with lives and livelihoods being destroyed. ZERO accountability is the #1

crisis we face hands down and always have. Not measly Enes or a resignation or underlings having a wrist slapped, but REAL

accountability. No where to be seen. Just sayin...
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There can be no peace without Justice and no Justice without "truth." The "Justice System" as we know it simply does not exist.

It was sold off to the highest bidder NOT for the sake of Peace, but to Control, dictate and Enslave.. Similar to what Gates are

doing with buying up the farmlands, not to promote sustainable farming but to "encourage" you to eat insects and his GMO crap.

There's strength in numbers, unless the masses rise up in suGcient numbers nothing will change, spinning wheels ..Perhaps it's

time to start looking for love in the right place.. https://youtu.be/FAyDmJvjxbg
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Japanese Emeritus Professor at Kyoto University, Dr Masanori Fukushima, Blows Up Over the Covid-19 Vaccines and His

Government's Covid-19 Response and speaks out on the tragedy of the vaccines in scathing terms. Utter lack of science! “This vaccine

was scientiEcally misconceived - the harm caused by vaccines is now a worldwide problem and billions of lives could ultimately be in

danger." peterhalligan.substack.com/p/bombshell-from-fukushima-no-need?utm_medi..
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Repostings: There are now pages and pages of evidence to Ell an encyclopaedia about the war against humanity. We don’t need

to prove the jerries are dropping bombs on us as the holes in the roof and dead bodies everywhere speak for themselves.

Urgent tasks are self preservation, determination to Eght back, not to comply and keep trying even after three years to wake up

the sheople and get them on side. For the sake of the next and future generations if there are any.
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Thanks for reposting this link. Suspect we will be reposting it for several more days. Actually considering the Japanese Health

Dept rejected and shipped back to the Spanish manufacturing site not 1 but 2 orders of visibly contaminated Moderna shots. Its

a wonder they did not press charges at that time. Instead, seem to remember they cancelled their order after the second

contaminated shipment!
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It did not matter one bit to them! Why? they have 100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000%

liability protection. Damm the torpedos,......FULL SPEED AHEAD!! That is the hill they intend to stand on, "we were ordered to get this

out at 'warp speed'. We were only following orders! And you have no fear when you know you will never be held accountable. See

where this is going???
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Best 80 year old recent example. "Nuremburg Trials". History not well remembered "SHALL BE RELIVED"! And so it has. Sigh.....
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If you cannot sue the entity, sue the individuals and those lower down on the totem pole. Plus, clever lawyers have ways around

the gag orders...oopsie, I meant to say, "legal" immunity....which really is not legal at all. Just because something was penned

into law, does not necessarily make it legal. It is high time to Eght off such things, in court, and to topple them once and for all.

The last but not least of these, is the very notion of the gag orders, otherwise called "Legal" immunity.
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Once more, these people are telling you who they are and what they want to do, as evidenced by the quote from the PEzer woman. And

it's not just her. The WEF, our own govt, The Lancet in its Covid post-mortem, tech companies, and others have completely dropped the

mask and with it, any pretense of factoring you into their respective equations. Their goal is control and each of the organizations

cited above contains numerous examples of people within it saying so. Perhaps it's time to believe them. Meanwhile, how interesting

that at long last, CBS News has rediscovered journalism and the skepticism inherent to the profession in its curiosity about the

Moderna shot. Imagine that same level of inquisitiveness having been applied to the Covid caper.
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How many people would have avoided needless jabs, how many would not have been stopped from using known meds, how many

would still be alive? Perhaps for their next trick, journos can spell out in simple terms what the marriage of govt and corporate

interests yields. There is a speciEc term that describes such a relationship; it's a term the media and the interests it protects have no

problem using against others. It's a term so noxious that it has to be hidden in corporate-speak with terms like "partnership" because if

they said the truth out loud, even the most committed sheep might notice.
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No vaccine has ever been scientiEcally tested with regards to stopping transmission of the disease. None. Even the measles vaccine,

touted as providing 98 percent "herd immunity" has never been scientiEcally tested to stop transmission. Not only that, in follow-up

situations, where measles infections came from other countries - there have never been follow-up to validate any theories about

protection provided from the vaccine. It is possible that most vaccines do not even attempt to stop transmission, although I haven't

made a comprehensive list, hepatitis, rabies, shingles, Pneumococcal, polio, inXuenza, mumps, tetanus... to your health, tracy
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A referral to Dr. Suzanne Humphries with board-certiEcations in internal medicine and nephrology. She says "Vaccines didn't

save humanity and they never will." Like most doctors, she carried a blind belief for many years that vaccines were necessary,

safe, and effective. Like most doctors I never turned a page to End some other truth myself. But unlike most doctors, I had no

interest in maintaining false paradigms and am no longer in debt to governments for hundreds of thousands of dollars. Unlike

most doctors, I have the means to survive with or without my medical license because I have another career to support me in

the event of a bad scenario.

I'm not afraid to speak the full truth as it sits on pages in front of me. Thousands of pages of hundreds of hours have led me to

see the horrifying truth of what is being done to people and animals all over the world under the false pretense of "health".

Smallpox was not eradicated by vaccines as many doctors say. They say that out of conditioning rather than out of

understanding of history or science. The polio virus was not responsible for the paralysis in the early part of the 20th century.

Polio vaccine research, development, testing and distribution has committed atrocities on primates and on humanity. Bill Gates

is not a humanitarian. Vaccines are dangerous and should never be injected into anyone for any reason. They are not the

answer to infectious diseases. There are many more sustainable and benevolent solutions than vaccines.”

stopvaccine.wordpress.com/.../dra-humphries  www.sott.net/article/34336-Dr-Suzanne-Humphries-Vaccines-are-dangerous..
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They are injecting newborns! The babies' lives/health are already compromised (the ones who don't succumb to SIDS), before

they've even had a chance to live!
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Amen, with the horrible SV-40 inside of those "Vaccines"
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Where is the sense of proportions? Harm one person and go to prison. Kill millions and continue to plot to kill billions and we are

called upon to choose amnesty and move on as their diabolical plans are continuing! Twilight Zone!
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Absolutely. “Twilight zone“. The law does obviously does not apply to everyone in the same way. Money, inXuence, and threats

by the megalomaniacs obviously trump the ordinary joe on the street. This should be gratingly obvious to most people.

Enraging. But. No. Most people are just too busy living their lives, many just trying to survive, hoping for the best, hoping what

they see isn’t true. And trying not too think too much about what they feel they have little control over.
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Yes, punishment for organized crime, “health” agencies that defend the interests of the Pharmaceutical MaEa, murdering

people while rejecting true science treatments. MIRACULOUS RECOVERY OF HYPOXEMIC COVID-19 PATIENTS WITH

IVERMECTIN. Unhooking Spike Hemagglutinated Red Blood Cells. By Peter A. McCullough, MD, MPH Former NIH investigator

David Scheim, PhD, early in the pandemic proposed that the SARS-CoV-2 Spike protein acted like a grappling hook, binding

circulating red blood cells into long chains and clumps in a process called hemagglutination. . This explained why red blood

cells could not carry oxygen normally and was consistent with the Ending of microblood clots in the lungs. Additional support

for this mechanism has recently been provided by Boschi et al. [i] In a spectacular publication, Stone et al, describe the prompt

improvement of oxygenation in patients with ivermectin.

petermcculloughmd.substack.com/p/miraculous-recovery-of-hypoxemic?utm_..  (01/12/2022)
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Truthers and Patriots need to be more careful when describing the Cabal's/Deep States plans. Usually their wicked intentions are

described as "they're going to...." In reality, they are not going to accomplish all their horrid plans. It is tough to keep a cheerful outlook

or End the energy to act when it looks like there is no hope. And BOY is there hope! We need to describe plans as plans. I have a large

stockpile of monkey wrenches.
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"mRNA shots are being hailed as the new and improved answer for every ill", about as ridiculous as saying mercury is a cure-all! Well,

they're not wrong - if you're dead, you don't have to worry about any ills! And needing to move fast "at risk"? There was NEVER any need

to do that... Since mass vax shouldn't ever be done during an active pandemic, AND there has never been a successful coronavirus vax

before anyway. They weren't Xying blind in any of this, they knew exactly what they were doing. It is clear that beneEting people in

general was never their goal.
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Why good person, did you know that leeches are being hailed as the new and improved answer for every ill???  Why we barbers

of science now know that your ills are caused by bad blood and an imbalance of your bodily humours! If not that, then it may be

a small dwarf or frog you have ingested.  BROOMHILDA! More leeches! This one needs a good blood letting!  After the blood

letting, to let out all of the bad blood, please apply this poultice of sheeps urine and pond mud across your face, and call for me

in the morning.  --- Yes Jen, it IS as silly as that. It reminds me of the great old Saturday Night Live skit with Steve Martin -

"Theodoric of York, Medieval Barber" You should watch that if you have not seen it. God Bless (and stay way way away from

these "barbers").
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Poison the terrain death will follow. This is a mass poising and the sheep just keep coming back for more. The fraud must be exposed

down to the deep roots of virology lies.
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The so called TPTB (== US Capitalist Ruling Class) are not nearly as smart as they, and it seems, many others think they are. They,

rather their lackeys, know very little about how the human body works; it is only their hubris keeping them going. They will end up

sickening every creature, especially humans, on the planet if their insane gene-'therapy' project is allowed to continue. And what will

the human race look like in the end? A group of sick and dying people who will produce dead or sick and dying offspring. Apparently,

the Enest minds on the planet are unable to get automated vehicles working properly after decades, and billions, have been wasted.

Yet they want us to believe they know everything there is to know about the human body, and its 3.5 billion years of cellular evolution.
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This "warp speed" will not be the new normal. When the normies wake up and learn the truth people all over will never take another

vac. Big Pharma has shot themselves in the head with their greed and evil intentions. The policy makers will go the way of Moderna

CEO Stephan Bancel who was recently hung at Gitmo for crimes against humanity. These people apparently have zero fear of God.
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From you keyboard to God's ears.
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wil4648. It's hanged not hung. And I see you're another one who likes to read the likes of realrawnews dot com. Bancel is alive

and well just like Hillary Clinton, Pope Francis, Tony Blair and Bill Gates. They were also all "hanged at Gitmo" but strangely they

appear to be very much alive. It would be in your own interest to stay away from these childish click bait websites, every time

you click, the fraud owner gets paid. The website itself states at the top of the page (for legal reasons) that the "content is for

satire, humour and entertainment purposes only".
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WTF, You are not tired, breathing through your intestines !!!!!
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Please note, from the article: "PEzer quoted and relied on data from Israel when it sought approval from the FDA, and as it turns out,

the Israeli government hid information about side effects." Think about it.
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And as it turns out there was no information until a year into the jab roll out! WowI’d say on that alone there is a strong

prosecution case.
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John Campbell reported yesterday that in Massachusetts 75$ gift cards are being offered to those who take a booster, children and

adults alike. Can you imagine? A poor family of 5 receives $375.00 which could possibly be their only food/shelter/fuel source as the

days turn colder.  Also, Campbell's You Tube channel has received a "warning"..he anticipates he will be shut out soon. He has done a

stellar job educating the general public for the last almost 3 years. I respect him and would hate to see him go. It would be a blow to us

warriors for truth. Let's hope he can keep going.
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NO ONE should be on EweTube! They need to be on Rumble.  And this is beyond evil - it is Satanic. 75 dollar gift cards - signed

for in blood.
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Bitchute.com has John Campbell's videos. Rumble.com is another site. He is on Twitter.com too. So, do not worry about

Youtube censoring him.
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This could easily be Exed. Make Big Pharma liable for the damage that their products cause, period.
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Sure, but not only them, the Elth that's behind them, pulling the strings as well. As exposed in the article, Israel is a big player in

all of this.
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DARPA is deeply involved too. In essence we seem to be paying thru our taxes for our own demise.
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And we also now have a war in the Ukraine that is being used to launder money, never mind the lives lost, cities destroyed, and

hardships that so many must endure. Greed at it's worst.
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET
Joined On 9/3/2021 4:31:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ALL PLANNED. THIS IS NO SURPRISE TO THE CREATORS OF THIS PLANDEMIC. THEY HAVE A PURPOSE AND THEY ARE PERSUING

IT.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Perfect execution as well. If it was not so tragic I would applaud the perfection. In the nearly 3 years since launch of said

wuh-Xu lab release not ONE person has remotely felt a smidgen af REAL accountability. In fact many have received generous

"we the people" funded pay raises for implementing the agenda upon humanity. Not ONE person responsible for all of IT.

Astonishing!
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jdarnall64
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Obviously the Globalist leaders around the world are thrilled. These vaccines will continue to kill which in turn Ets for more deaths

needed to save the earth. Of course that is all misinformation because the earth can handle millions more living in this planet. Sadly

the lies of climate change killing the earth along with people are brainwashing an ignorant world.
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CaptainKirkNCC1701
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I REALLY wish these guys on "our" side would stop showing people being injected!!! They ALL do this, over and over and over. All

they're doing is desensitizing people to accept jabs. PLEASE STOP IT!!!
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john_oobox
Joined On 5/28/2022 3:47:15 AM
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Seems almost certain that a deadly, fundamental Xaw exists with mRNA pseudo-vaccine technology that is not widely known or talked

about, when this should be front and center in such discussions. This Xaw is that the proteins generated by a cell, in response to the

mRNA message, are by deEnition foreign, non-self-proteins which are attacked, and die violently with high inXammation, by

“complement” (killer system #2).  . This Xaw is clearly explained, in layperson terms, by Dr Bhakdi MD in this excerpt from CHD TV

2022.10.21 -- (00:45-29:00 of live.childrenshealthdefense.org/chd-tv/shows/friday-roundtable/worryin..  )  . Given this, any MD who

uses, or advocates for the use of, mRNA pseudo-vaccines is guilty of malpractice and/or gross incompetence, and could thus be sued

for damages to those injured, without having to prove anything but mRNA use (my non-lawyer view).
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enough talk time to stop this and lock up the offenders.
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Joined On 6/20/2006 7:24:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am in the unoGcial control group and plan on remaining so. I don't need nor want to be genetically modiEed and owned by Big

Pharma. The covid scam is diabolical, I've read that other shots are also being loaded with graphene such as insulin and Xu shots.

Likely, all the shots now contain graphene, nanobots, etc. Klaus Schwab and Bill Gates must be ecstatic.
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Hotsocks
Joined On 7/9/2021 11:48:48 AM
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Phizer paid the FDA $2.3 million to rush approval of their vaccine. The FDA took it. Like Gates said "Vaccines are highly proEtable. A 20

to 1 return." Gates OWN $55million Phizer Stock. The FDA, CDC, WHO are all out of control like a slot machine that never stops paying

out. The best is yet to come.
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TellTheTruth_2
Joined On 8/26/2021 2:27:46 PM
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Thank you for this presentation, Dr. Mercola. Dr. McCullough was instrumental in my refusing the vaccine and Del Bigtree has a

comprehension that helps pull it all together. I will be sharing this message.
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bourla, Fauci, Walensky, Gates, Tedros... admit it? ROFL! I'd sooner expect full confessions from *** Cheney, Larry Silverstein, DB

Cooper, and J Edgar Hoover. (...don't hold yer breath!) Thank you for publishing this important data; any of this information could save

countless lives going forward.
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Remember all those people running around shortly after the jabs rolled out proclaiming they trust the “science”, and made all of us feel

bad for using our brains and critical thinking, while labeling us “anti-vaxxers”. I’m so glad I didn’t listen to them. As it turns out there

really was no science, just a sac of lies. And humanity is paying for it
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Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The late and much esteemed Dr Zev Zelenko - as well as saving thousands of lives with his early treatment protocol - also bravely

warned the world about this demonic jab agenda: twitter.com/.../1596914617728454656
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The proper test cohort for these jabs should have Erst been just the board of directors of each company that was Eelding a drug. I just

can't Egure a way we could guarantee they actually got the same drug they were going to distribute to the population in general. But

with the proper controls we should have been able to see what happened to those Boards of directors over a period of a year at least.
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Joined On 5/22/2016 12:00:58 PM
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The moral to the story??? Until all this CORRUPTION in the medical Eeld is...countered to what I consider a "safe level" I won't be taking

ANY vaccines or even a common shot/injection PERIOD!!! Capiche??
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I guess no more soup for you! I strongly urge you to get completely OUT of the sick care system. No need to ever get a shot of

any kind. Even tetanus shots are extremely harmful.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

May these kreeps (all of them) be visited with every misery they have caused others. May they have a painful existence, fully aware of

the horror they have caused, until SATAN takes them home for eternity.  They ALL need visitations from Marley's ghost. ('Tis the

season) .... God Bless.
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I like your "Ewe Tube." Even better: let's call then eewuw tube.
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Red I hate to break some bad news to you if this is legit

 twitter.com/ANTlWOKE/status/1598315845079408641?s=20&t=Z3PQJ10Ebdi..
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Shout it from the rooftops: The Wellness Company ! The best news I've heard in some time.
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We have choices. Truthfulness and awareness, or deceptions and distractions. What values endure?
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Bonjour - comme lecteur en France I have a little problem with the non-availibility of Ruble. T-his is to inform you in case this is not

known for you. - Anyway - thank you for your work. Bernd
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Have you tried getting a virtual private network put on your computer?
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"The concept of fast-tracking has been proven a dangerous failure. How long will it take before government and industry admit it?"

never
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Why would they even consider admitting anything? They KNOW no one is remotely holding them accountable. This redundancy

is far past deafening at this point. Round and round and round we go.
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RedRavenSounds
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I remember when they "fast tracked" The shuttle Challenger mission 51L launch, to make sure Christa McCaulif could teach her

"Teacher in space" class - "Challenger" Go at throttle up....... BOOOOOM! In April of 1910 they "fast tracked" the trip across the

Atlantic - the RMS Titanic - on the bottom in two hours....  Humans are Xawed, born with sin, and in general skrew up most

everything that they touch. There are a few things that went right - like the music of W.A. Mozart - most everything else has

been a disaster.  God Bless
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Live fast and die young
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maryl3
Joined On 9/6/2016 7:52:38 AM
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Can anyone answer as to whether or not the at home covid test kits can actually determine whether or not you have Covid? If there are

any articles or videos that you know of that answer this question please leave a link for me. I have tried to End this answer but have
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any articles or videos that you know of that answer this question please leave a link for me. I have tried to End this answer but have

not had any luck. Edited to add that I am not nor have I ever been sick with Covid or so much s even a cold in over 10 years. I’m asking

because my mom, who is not vaxxed has just tested positive for the second time. I told her not to even bother with the test but she

was curious. Then my dad got sick for the second time as well, he isn’t vaxxed either. So, she’s very curious as to whether or not the

tests even determine if someone actually has covid or just a virus. I had them using the nebulizer right away along with taking plenty

of vitamins d, c, zinc, quercetin, and NAC. They both are much improved and doing Ene.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pull up a diagram of the supposed virus and display it on your computer screen. Position you home test kit in front of diagram

and wait 30 seconds. That will give you your answer. Or, if you have symptoms, nebulize with food grade hydrogen peroxide and

pure saline solution. Many other natural treatments readily available. If you have no symptoms, you are not "ill".
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jjl1348
Joined On 7/3/2019 5:14:49 AM
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I just have to say not everyone here is an english language home or Erst language speaker. My grammar I often have to correct after

rereading. And I feel that criticism just on grammar or spelling is unfair. We should embrace all ethnicities.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM
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I agree. I am a native English speaker and I sometimes make mistakes, often because I fail to reread before sending. This is

supposed to be a place to share opinions and information, not English Grammar class. I greatly appreciate getting input from

other countries.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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I concur, it is both unnecessary and unwelcome.  It would be as if I were on a German oriented site - My Deutch is awful! - and

my posts would reXect that.    I have a Bachelors in electrical engineering with a MINOR in English, and the English language is

not easy, with many conXicting rules. Its all good :-) God Bless.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Your grammar is 100 times better than my Spanish. I would never critique anyone's writings unless it was obvious they meant to

write yes and accidentally wrote no.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Do you really believe the sheeple NEED to and CAN wake up? Look at the TV commercials for pharmaceutical drugs. DOZENS of "side

effects" (desired effects) including DEATH. Yet sheeple still beg their doctor for more magic pills. All of the horrible desired effects of

the shot could be listed and sheeple will still line up for the next booster. You really CAN'T Ex stupid.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't watch the boob tube; but I had seen a couple of those commercials in the past. Death, as a "side effect"? That would be

laughable, if it wasn't so serious. They are merely covering their ASS-ets: "Well, we told you that you could die from this drug"!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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I only watch a few free, over the air channels like Grit for the old Westerns. There are only 3 types of commercials.  Lucrative

Medicare supplement plans, pharmaceutical drugs and sue the bastards for the pharmaceutical drug harm. Oh, I forgot. Pizza

Hut commercials.
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Brian; I responded to your reply TWICE and both times, they never appeared - "POOF!". I must have used

words/names/references that are Verbotten! Censorship is alive and well - even on this site! That's what I get for thinking

outside the box. This isn't the Erst time and it is deEnitely no coincidence!
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I have been wondering how many of the elderly would be able to live in their own homes if they weren't so heavily drugged?

Almost all of the elderly are on statins which cause muscle weakness (and don't offer any actual beneEts), one of the reasons

many seniors end up in care homes. And that is just one of a large cocktail of drugs that they take.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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Hello (hello hello) is there anybody in there?, just nod if you can hear me, is there anybody home? - ( Pink Floyd's "Comfortably

Numb" the Wall).... Magic pills, magic shots take away your pain..... and They go runn'n for the shelter of their mothers little

helper..... (Rolling Stones) or Steppenwolf "G.D. The Pusher Man!!!"  The pushers now wear white coats, take Mastercharge, and

hang out a shingle.  Of course they don't give two sh*ts that the country is being Xooded with Fentanyl! Oh wait they have a shot

for that too!
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Esther M. Cook
Joined On 5/11/2007 2:27:27 AM
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Big Pharma commercials are not really to persuade idiots to "Ask your doctor if poison X is right for you." They are funding to

control the news channels so they can suppress bad news about their drugs.
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brianallen1
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I guess you never realized I am very dangerous and know too much. Too late now. You are a marked man.
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FlyingGromit
Joined On 6/14/2021 10:43:51 AM
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I hate saying this, but I hope these Big Pharma liars get swift and brutal justice.
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ScanKat
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The only justice will be when they rot in hell for eternity.
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Why would you hate to say it? Would you feel sorry for them? Don't worry, it will never happen.
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Randyfast
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I 'love' to say it!
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Their motive is " proEt before people " f them.
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Welcome to the Beast System. Where everyone will inject the nanoparticles into their bodies and assimilate into the collective, or be

unable to buy/sell. ————————————————- New age "World Citizenship should be the goal of the enlightened, with a world

federation and a world brain." In other words - a One World Government New World Order. [Alice B. Bailey, Discipleship in the New Age

(Lucifer Press, 1955), Vol. II, p.35.] 666 United Nations Plaza, NY (former location of Lucifer Press...later changed to Lucis Press)

——————————————————- The illuminated that she mentioned are the secret societies all controlled by the Jesuit Order.

The Vatican controlled United Nations will establish this Beast System into 10 regions. The club of Rome has already laid out maps

revealing the future zones. The mrna jabs are the mixing of iron and clay as mentioned in Daniel 2:43 (KJV) And whereas thou sawest

iron mixed with miry clay, they shall mingle themselves with the seed of men: but they shall not cleave one to another, even as iron is

not mixed with clay. I’ve discussed this for along time for readers to see what the Bible reveals. These jabs ARE the Iron being injected

into the CLAY (humans), and they contain LUCIFERASE (Lucifer’s Race) This is the software that will be activated remotely via

frequencies (5G) to bring about the zombie apocalypse aka Hive Mind mentioned above by that evil woman, Alice Bailey.

The truth is available for those who have ears to hear. Unity is a deception of the Catholic (universal) Beast System. Who seeks to

unite all of mankind together to live in “Peace and Safety” as they give the world Order out of Chaos (One that they created) Matthew

10:34 (KJV) Think not that I am come to send peace on earth: I came not to send peace, but a sword. Continued
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Continued Matthew 10:34 (KJV) Think not that I am come to send peace on earth: I came not to send peace, but a sword.

Matthew 10:35-42 (KJV) 35 For I am come to set a man at variance against his father, and the daughter against her mother, and

the daughter in law against her mother in law. 36 And a man's foes [shall be] they of his own household. 37 He that loveth father

or mother more than me is not worthy of me: and he that loveth son or daughter more than me is not worthy of me. 38 And he

that taketh not his cross, and followeth after me, is not worthy of me. 39 He that Endeth his life shall lose it: and he that loseth

his life for my sake shall End it. ———————————————————— Do you understand?

Revelation 22:11-15 (KJV) 11 He that is unjust, let him be unjust still: and he which is Elthy, let him be Elthy still: and he that is

righteous, let him be righteous still: and he that is holy, let him be holy still. 12 And, behold, I come quickly; and my reward [is]

with me, to give every man according as his work shall be. 13 I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end, the Erst and

the last. 14 Blessed [are] they that do his commandments, that they may have right to the tree of life, and may enter in through

the gates into the city. 15 For without [are] dogs, and sorcerers, and whoremongers, and murderers, and idolaters, and

whosoever loveth and maketh a lie. ————————————-
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I wonder how long before some kid sues his parents for making him get 'DaJab' or employers....maybe you can get a Tax return if a

few million start a class action suit against every senator and rep for mandating 'Da Jab" maybe sue Biden...SUE !!!!!!SUE!!! SUE!!!!! or

wait a year or so and sue for Bank Credits....as they will have outlawed Cash.......just like the government made it illegal for a private

citizen to own gold in the 1930s
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intersting how History seems to repeat.....like the Most Effective repeat of history is "DaBigLie" been used for centuries to brain

train untold numbers of people ......like 'we live on a spinning planet spinning at 1000 mile/hour." or "one giant step for

mankind"......lol.....or 'Gravity holds everything down"....funny how none can explain the THEORY of gravity...Hummm.....a theory

is like an opinion ....and like an asss-hole everyone has one..... OIN and On and On.."Rool up dem sleeves" .....so maybe 3-4

billion do....multiple times...and now "De is Dropping like Flies" and in a year...there will be billions dead .....just like the 99%

death of insects..and birds and turtles and snakes .and soon..YOU.

and most will dye from RF Radiation....and the Medical scammers will be running screaming COVID-COVID -COVID..when its

nothing more than your being cooked alive.........man i keep telling ya this....over and over again..and I simply watch my Radio

Frequency COUNTER showing me that all these cellphone towers are radiationg out a puled RF signal or 2.1657 to 2.9307

gigahertz 24/7 for the last 5 years.that I know of//and maybe longer...these are pulsed frequencies and at varying powers from

.5 microteslas to over 3.7 microtesla and at these frequencies its deadly on smaller animals and all insects...

at thei powers.......its also effecting people moods....some cancers and heart , blood pressure brain and internal organs...now

as these power at the frequencies increase as it have been dong over the last 3 years..more people will drop dead.....this is not

some made up line of BS,,,,,,,,this is all been PROVEN over and over since the 1940s....but blind eyes and dead people tell no

tales......LOL.....no don't take my word for it...go search for the proven facts. Just wake up before you don'ty just ever wake up...
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and this is a world leader?? www.bitchute.com/.../MQutdFQBM0b4   >>>  www.bitchute.com/.../kN0D1wmOgPO6    <<>>  

www.bitchute.com/.../AIXCWsyJDP5o  <<<< more of BigLiarJustin
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more.........>>> www.bitchute.com/.../sDy4z51q0Wds  to bad EMF or RF won't faze this clown :(
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And Again we have the same "Old dog(covid) chasing the Tail(vaccines)"" .......round and round... My Point is....according to

MyMountains DeepResearchLabs.....and quit a few others state the Covid.SpikeBall Protein is only what the world has been TOLD TO

KNOW...T2K...   Opinions are that the issues are : The Majority of these assumed medical issues is due to RF Radiation... All these

'Research Scientists' and MOST Medical Doctors and not aware of , or educated in the absolute power of radio frequencies emitted out

from millions of transmitting unites ...Also Known as 2G,3G . 4G ,5G....Medical Doctors are only interested if its a "Medical Issue".. or

ASSUMED to be a Medical Issue...as few have the knowledge of the vast POWER of RF.. is is a drastic use of RF to Cut Steel....and its

done without any trickery or staged ..... >>>> www.youtube.com/watch   << this is a laser which is an RF>>>  

en.wikipedia.org/.../Dielectric_heating
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And if a Doctor stated it was an 'illness or medical disease' is caused by RF ....he/she/it would be virtually out of a

job..degraded...labled as misinforming etc... Here is what the UN stated in 2011 >> www.iarc.who.int/.../pr208_E.pdf   ,, >>>

 www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8415840  <<<<   emfcommunity.com/darpas-5g-end-game-for-humanity   <<< and why is DARPA

and the Governemts tyring to get into my medical life? is is Dr Biden ??? or Dr Trump" YOUR FIRED!!!!....or Doctor Justin

Twodoors?? Naw he is a pedo....... >> yeah..Castro's kid....>> www.bitchute.com/.../suIXW7fkbC5X
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Yeah, it's interesting when I write that Justin's father was a dictator and people reply that Pierre was a nice guy.
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LOL brian......Elliot was just another snake in the Pit.... Interesting point though...Castro also wrote several columns for

GlobalReasearch.ca published under his real name of Fidel Alejandro Castro Ruz...... en.wikipedia.org/.../Fidel_Castro  raised as

a Jesuit by Jesuits in a Jesuit school. like father so Son
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maybe it should be Justin Ruz
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yeah.. Justin Fidel Alejandro Castro Ruz
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jjl1348 --Bingo!
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We must focus on the global disease causing, “virus” causing, death causing, anxiety and depression causing as well as suicide

causing and complete surveillance effects of the next generation technology towers, antennas, and all the smart tech gadgets that go

with it. They make the nuclear bomb undesirable, as they can make it appear one has gone off elsewhere and set your city on Ere with

electromagnetic Eres while saving their precious infrastructure. See the truth behind the Santa Rosa Eres for that tragedy. How

something’s burned and some did not. No traces of Ere, but there were Eres. Just quite direct hits. Again the home that didn’t burn

foundation and was the only one without a bloody smart meter.

I’m certain without this technology they would not care about the vaccines. I believe an ingredient in the vcn works with this

technology. I believe this technology will and is harming all. 60ghz takes 98% of the atmosphere’s oxygen out. People are falling and

dying very unnaturally like a plank. What could be hitting them like that? Not even a vcn alone would make someone plank. The

amount of illness, depression, cancer, miscarriages and more plus surveillance is what we need to be looking at. They want us talking

about vaccines, so we don’t discuss how these towers next to our churches, schools, roadways, small ones on trees, stealth ones to

look like certain trees..

stand with impunity as we discuss shots. They deserve discussion, but not the point we miss the biggest threat of all. Dud anyone see

the opening ceremony for the Commonwealth Games here, opened by then still Prince Charles? If not take a look. Outright worship of

satan before our eyes. But notice the ability this technology has to make things appear they’re falling from the sky as well. In the

wrong hands, and that it is.. this is not good. Now in Birmingham we must look at this Satanist bull ( bull that was built for the opening

ceremony) they put on display after the ceremony.
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As I’ve mentioned before this technology lowers testosterone to the point of sterility. They’ve also dumbed us down and have caused

depression. I have to ask myself if equal threats stood in the 20’s, 30’s and 40’s without the hormonal and cognitive effects would the

people then just let it stand and keep buying and updating corresponding merchandise for it? Would parents then say give me that

back turns out it’s horrible for you and I don’t care if you’re mad? I’m inclined to think no to the 1st question and absolutely to the 2nd.

Don’t think they foreshadow? Remember the planking and parkour phase? Planking is here, how long before we need to really be

running around and quite agile? Hope you follow without me saying the b word. Again read The Invisible Rainbow by A. Firstenberg

FWatch takeyourpowerback.net Please look up Barrie Trowers 3 hour talk on Rumble re wiE. Or call it wifry. They’re diverting us with a

lesser or should I say preferable evil re the shots. They’ve diverted this way before .
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